NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 9 2009

Quick Answers

1. building
2. bravery
3. stomach
4. beginning
5. particles
6. advertisement
7. accommodate
8. gratefully
9. conscientious
10. species
11. annual
12. densely
13. occasionally
14. appropriate
15. inevitably
16. preventable
17. ventilated
18. involuntary
19. elevates
20. fatigue
21. video
22. flexible
23. certain
24. eruption
25. subsequent
26. circumference
27. intelligence
28. irrelevant
29. persistent
30. kilojoule
31. 1st and 3rd bubbles
32. Helen paid for those tickets with my money.
33. in recognition
34. were interesting
35. recently
36. with what
37. is, I think, to be
38. 4th bubble – tree’s
39. We’re
40. Quietly he asked, “Where did you leave it?”
41. was
42. In comparison with Nell’s, by tennis skills are quite basic.
43. Ben asked his dad whether Jacinta wanted to use the computer this morning.
44. once considered expensive technology
45. an adjective.
46. introduce a list.
47. They
48. since
49. The packaging of the boxes has to be strong enough to protect the goods that are being transported.

50. them

51. “Sorry I’m late,” he apologised, “but my car wouldn’t start.”

52. In order to be

53. last Friday; work will begin

54. dash